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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following BEST describes the type of attack that
is occurring?

A. Smurf Attack
B. Xmas Attack
C. Backdoor
D. Ping of Death
E. Man in the middle
F. Replay
G. Spear Phishing
H. Blue Jacking
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The exhibit shows that all the computers on the network are
being 'pinged'. This indicates that the ping request was sent
to the network broadcast address. We can also see that all the
replies were received by one (probably with a spoofed address)

host on the network. This is typical of a smurf attack.
A smurf attack is a type of network security breach in which a
network connected to the Internet is swamped with replies to
ICMP echo (PING) requests. A smurf attacker sends PING requests
to an Internet broadcast address. These are special addresses
that broadcast all received messages to the hosts connected to
the subnet. Each broadcast address can support up to 255 hosts,
so a single PING request can be multiplied 255 times. The
return address of the request itself is spoofed to be the
address of the attacker's victim. All the hosts receiving the
PING request reply to this victim's address instead of the real
sender's address. A single attacker sending hundreds or
thousands of these PING messages per second can fill the
victim's T-1 (or even T-3) line with ping replies, bring the
entire Internet service to its knees.
Smurfing falls under the general category of Denial of Service
attacks -- security attacks that don't try to steal
information, but instead attempt to disable a computer or
network.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
The network administrator is troubleshooting the flow that is
circled in the exhibit. The administrator accesses the CLI for
the HP Provision switch with these flows. How can the
administrator determine whether the switch has established a
service insertion tunnel ID 100664146 to the controller?
A. View tunnel interfaces.
B. View service policies.
C. View OpenFlow controllers.
D. View Open Flow flows.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following benefits does the AWS Compliance program
provide to AWS customers? (Choose two.)
A. It assures customers that AWS is maintaining physical
security and data protection.
B. It verifies that hosted workloads are automatically
compliant with the controls of supported compliance frameworks.
C. AWS is responsible for the maintenance of common compliance
framework documentation.
D. It will adopt new compliance frameworks as they become
relevant to customer workloads.
E. It ensures the use of compliance frameworks that are being
used by other cloud providers.
Answer: B,C
Explanation:

Reference:
https://d0.awsstatic.com/whitepapers/compliance/AWS_Risk_and_Co
mpliance_Whitepaper.pdf
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